
aders’ Forum
Subscribed Again
I got a renewal notice in December, but I
thought my subscription had expired
sometime back, so I just thought I’d let
it go. But, last week I got a new issue of
your magazine, and it impressed me so
much I am sending in my money again.
Your project is getting better all the
time. Good luck.

Richard Popp
Ronan, Montana

Recaptured Attention
Your publication is very much improved
from the period of time when I decreed
that it would no longer be in our home.
Being very interested in history and
people you have certainly recaptured
my attention.

I still stand slightly amazed at the
challenges to Mormonism from such
renowned men as: Dr. McMurrin and
Dr. Cummings. It seems that they have
not ventured out into the branches of
the Church. Having done so or even
having studied with a more open heart
the teachings of the Savior in the New
Testament, they would realize there is
no stereotyping of the members, but
that the truth is simple and complete.
There is Order and not confusion. In my
travels throughout the world, the
Mormon Religion stands clear on issues
and does not waver, but has never
detracted from the cultural origins of the
people except when in conflict with the
teachings of the gospel. This is very
much like the early Christians in Israel
and Rome.

Having been a recent convert of the
Church, and having been asked not to
attend several other churches before
joining, I do not see myself either
restricted or limited in my questioning
of Doctrine. In fact the opposite is true,
this is the only church where I have
been able to find that expression, this
being the reason of my not being invited
back by other religions, (asking too
many questions). I feel the only ones
who have this identity crisis are those
who forget the correct way to approach
a problem, or who are looking to prove
wrong answers are in fact correct.
In 1957 I started my search for the
Church defined in the Bible. I was
ridiculed, made to look anti-religious,

thrown out of many churches, told that
I had no right to question various
teachings, etc. In 1974 upon being
baptized into the Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter-day Saints, this has all
stopped, even from my many
non-member friends.

Charles J. Ingerson
Rochester, New York

The Moral
Regarding article "Christmas" in your
latest issue: Author Susan B. Packard
indicated she could not quite find the
moral to the story. I spotted the moral
almost instantly:
Aparrotly one cannot illustrate as
accurately as toucan.

Gwen Sandberg
Cedar City, Utah

Christ at the Periphery
In response to Prof. Bassett’s article
("Knowing, Doing & Being: Vital
Dimensions in the Mormon Religious
Experience") I should like to comment
that overemphasis on "grace" (or
Christ, it is the same, i.e. negating the
value of personal moral effort as the
primary criterion for personal religious
progress) does the following: (1) cuts
the heart out of the Mormon plan of
salvation; (2) distorts the gospel away
from the works-oriented morality
inherent in the true purposes of life and
erroneously toward the dishonest
receipt of "something for nothing"
(grace); (3) psychologically diverts the
individual from pursuing the
knowledge/action essential to his own
personal salvation/exaltation; (4)
perverts the morality of free will (the
doctrine of the "Two Ways") by
changing it into an amoral mysticism
("One Way"--sole focus on Christ); and
(5) falsely focuses on the person of Christ
rather than correctly focusing on the
teachings of Christ.
Free Will, The Heart of the Gospel
I agree that "faith" is the first principle
of the gospel, but I do so reluctantly and
only in a "negative" sense. Knowledge
is clearly more valuable than faith, but
faith is the "necessary evil" supporting
life’s enterprise during the many stages
thereof wherein knowledge is
imperfect. Faith honestly sustains us in

gospel inferences until experience/study
give us knowledge of the line between
truth and error. If faith were above
knowledge of truth (defined as
information consonant with reality), a
rank fideism would result, placing the
premium on the desire for truth rather
than its actual attainment. A chat with a
typical "born again" Christian at once
demonstrates the superiority of
knowledge over faith. He places such a
premium on faith that no amount of
reasoning nor contrary evidence will
dissuade him from his heroin-like
addiction to Christ. His trust (faith) is so
strong that fact (reality) becomes
irrelevant to him. That kind of "faith" is
simply self-deception. I deny, therefore,
Bassett’s assertion that faith is "first in
the order of importance." I deny also
that there are different categories of
"knowing." We know either truth or
error.

Now, if knowledge is superior to
faith--although faith sustains our
numerous knowledge
gaps--knowledge is but the handmaid
of action, for it is, as Bassett correctly
notes, action ("works") which is an
"integral aspect of the principle of
faith." "Faith and works are not
separate aspects of the gospel..." But
"works" (or lack thereof) produce the
character ("being") Bassett would have
us develop by means other than good
works. It always disturbs me when
authors correctly articulate the
non-separability of faith and works then
proceed to sever "internal" from
"external" works, emphasizing solely
the former. The finest motivations alone
are merely good intentions. And you
know what Hell is paved with?

Prof. Bassett has good cause to fear "a
partial loss of one’s individual
initiative" from his advocacy of the
"imitation of Christ." (Does he really
advocate following a full "life style
similar to that of Christ," including
unmarried, nomadic wandering?)

It is precisely "individual initiative"
(free will) which is the center of the
purposes of life. I speak not merely of
"kingdom building." Mormon theology
teaches that the antemortal war in
Heaven was waged precisely over this
issue. Bassett expressly notes, "the well
established fact that we will ultimately
be judged by our works," but then
adds, "and the term ’works’ has come to
connote only external activism." I deny
the latter statement. The whole purpose
of James 2--cited by Bassett--is to
destroy the dichotomy of internal vs.
external (faith vs. works) by
demonstrating the all-inclusiveness of
"works". This may place James 2 at odds
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with Moroni 7, but it need not. External
works ("things done in the body..." 2
Cor. 5:10) include study, prayer, and all
things--spiritual and
non-spiritual--which occupy man’s
time.

Bassett’s whole exegesis of the
scriptural word gnosis ("knowledge") as
mystical (or "empathetic") union with
Christ is simply false. Gnosis in the New
Testament generally refers to precisely
what Mormons call "a testimony of the
gospel." Any Mormon who thinks I
Cor. 13 refers to something other than
the apostacy is seeing milk where he
should see meat. Gnosis involves Christ,
as the plan of salvation involves Christ,
but there are more important aspects of
the plan of salvation than Christ. Free
will is more important to the plan of
salvation than is the person of Christ.
This is not because Christ’s role (person)
is unimportant, but because, like
gravity, it is constant. Individual
spiritual progress does not depend
upon Christ nor His "grace." It depends
upon our "works", in Bassett’s phrase
"individual initiative"--honest efforts,
including honest mistakes. Therefore,
knowledge (cerebral or otherwise) is
always subordinate to free will, the
choices we make with it, including the
time devoted to its acquisition. Sterling
McMurrin is correct when he states we
need to have intellectual foundations for
our testimonies. And, ironically, it is
Bassett’s suggestion that we study "the
problems of mankind" (literature of
existentialism)--not the person of
Christ--which may give us testimonial
appreciation of the plan of salvation.
The ability of the Mormon plan of
salvation (as distinct from false or
fragmentary gospels, including the
gospel of Christ only) to answer the
Great Questions of life is the ultimate
criterion of its truthfulness.

The Mormon plan of salvation--found
in the teachings of Christ, not the Person
of Christ--teaches us that mankind is by
nature good. Man’s very "being" is a
child of God, and although godhood is
not automatic (as adulthood
automatically follows mortal childhood)
yet man by following his honest motives
and wise choices will be inevitably led to
the experiences of life (joys and
sorrows, gifts and catastrophes) which
make for godlike character ("being").

The development of that godlike
character is likely retarded by too great a
dependence upon the person of Christ
or his "grace." Humans are more apt to
misread their misfortunes as divine
punishments when they assume
Christ’s absolute sovereignty in their
personal lives. Mortal life is designed

with looseness so that man’s
independence will truly reflect his
individual free will --for good or ill.

Scripture As Misleading
Prof. Bassett’s injunction to study only
scripture and especially the "milk"
thereof is misleading. (The fault is not
Basett’s but inherent in the present
defective form of the New Testament
and some of its erroneous notions
carried inadvertently into other
Mormon scriptures.) Modern textual
criticism is making it clearer that the
New Testament was composed on the
basis of a creed, the creed of Christ
crucified, which in my opinion placed
erroneous emphasis upon the person of

Christ, rather than correctly
emphasizing the substance of his
teachings, the plan of salvation. I do not
disparage the important part Christ
plays in the plan of salvation, but it is
only a part, not the whole, as Bassett
appears to assume. (More needs to be
written in Mormon circles about the
parallel and exalted role of Adam in the
same plan of salvation.)

Bassett’s primary error, I feel, is his
falling victim to the "creed of Christ
crucified," the ancient and canonical
unifying principle used to squelch
contrary Christian "gospels" and to
suppress some teachings of Christ in
deference to the person of Christ. These
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suppressed teachings of Christ
(including such teachings as
pre-existence, free-agency, and
polytheism as understood by the
Mormons) have recently been
discovered at Nag Hammadi, Egypt.
The Gospel of Thomas contains 114
"sayings" (Logia) of Christ. About 80%
of them were already known and
contained in canonical sources. But 20%
are heretofore unknown; they include
the aforementioned "Mormon logia". If
the latter come--as Thotnas clearly
shows--from the mouth of Christ as
part of His original teachings, why were
they suppressed from the New
Testament? They were suppressed by
the growing "creed of Christ crucified,"
extolling--precisely as does
Barrett--the inordinate efficacy of the
person and Passion of Christ.

"The basic pattern of the genre of gospel
which determined the canonical gospels
[Matthew, Mark, Luke, John] has already
been discussed. A quite remarkable
feature in the evolution of this genre is its
power to digest gospel literature and
traditions of a different type and
christological orientation, and to make
these subservient [i.e. suppress them] to
its own creed of Jesus’ death and

MAGAZINE

resurrection. It was, indeed, this orthodox
creed and its further development which
provided the basic criterion for the growth
of the canonical gospel.

At the same time, this expansion of the
creed and of the gospel reflects at every
stage the explicit or implicit controversy
with different christological options. These
different options are suggested by
Christian factions which adhere to the
’other gospels,’ or simply by the challenge
to incorporate such other gospels into the
established frame of the canonical gospel."

H. Koester, "One Jesus and Four Primitive
Gospels," Trajectories Through Early
Christianity (Fortress Press, Phila., 1971),
pp. 198-199.

The plan of salvation "creed"
(pre-existence, free will, Final
Judgment) of Christ’s teachings, restored
by the Gospel of Thomas, is a "creed" of
equal validity and more primitive origin
than the "creed of Christ crucified"
reflected in the canonical gospels.

"These gospels of the church have become
the true criterion of faith, because they are
understood as the legitimate expressions
of the creed, to which they correspond in
form and structure--not, however,
because they are found to record the
works and words of Jesus accurately. The
honor of having continued and developed
the tradition about Jesus’ original works
and words must go to the more primitive
gospel sources and to the apocryphal
gospels. The continuation of Jesus’
teaching is present in the gospels which

preserve and expand his sayings (Q and
Thomas).

Ibid., p. 203.
The suppression of the original words
and teachings of Jesus by the growing
creed of Christ crucified
(Passion/resurrection) very probably
distorted primitive Christianity away
from the ideas taught by Jesus and
toward the role and person of Jesus
therein. Thereby the plan of salvation
(as Mormons understand it, wherein
salvation is primarily the reward for
individual moral merit) was changed
from an emphasis upon individual
responsibility toward exaltation of the
person, Passion, and grace of Christ as
the sole means of salvation.

Prof. Bassett well perpetuates the
erroneous emphasis on Christ’s person.

The "anchor" is simply not Christ,
although Christ is pilot of the vessel
which ferried the plan of salvation to
this planet. Evangelical orthodox
Christianity in its present apostate form
is similar to Bassett’s philosophy of
Christ-praising. One who assumes
Christ-praising to be man’s
fundamental purpose in mortal life
misses many of the real purposes of
mortality.

Gerry Ensley
Los Alamitos, California
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